A Quick Look Inside the Guided Reading Collections

From classic tales to contemporary topics, give all children access to books and teaching that...

- Develop global perspective
- Spark discussion
- Reflect their world
- Inspire curiosity
- Systematically grow reading ability.
Meet Students Where They Are and Lead Them Forward with Intention and Precision

Build a rich guided reading collection all at once or over time with books that spark engagement and wonder and advance each student’s ability to process increasingly challenging books with fluency and comprehension.

3 Ways to Purchase

Choose the Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Guided Reading Collection that fits your school/classroom and budgetary needs.

1 YOUR SCHOOL

Bookroom Collections
A comprehensive collection to share across your building.
Available for:
- K–6 1300 titles
- K–2 600 titles
- 3–6 700 titles

2 YOUR CLASSROOM

Grade Level Collections
A comprehensive grade-level collection for your classroom.
Available per grade:
- K 200 titles
- 1 200 titles
- 2 200 titles
- 3 200 titles
- 4 180 titles
- 5 170 titles
- 6 150 titles

3 YOUR COLLECTION

Text Level Sets
Build a collection over time with grade-level, text level sets.
Available for:
- K–6 pre-configured text level sets of 5 or 10 titles

Collections and Sets include:
- original titles (6 copies of each title) that span text levels A – Z on the F&P Text Level Gradient™
- an accompanying lesson folder for each title
- access to Online Resources including Recording Forms
- functional, durable storage containers.

NO OVERLAP IN TITLES ACROSS COLLECTIONS

For current pricing and order information: Phone 800.225.5800 | Fax 877.231.6980
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